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ABSTRACT

The transcriptional regulatory network in prokary-
otes controls global gene expression mostly through
transcription factors (TFs), which are DNA-binding
proteins. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with
DNA sequencing methods can identify TF binding
sites across the genome, providing a bottom-up,
mechanistic understanding of how gene expression
is regulated. ChIP provides indispensable evidence
toward the goal of acquiring a comprehensive un-
derstanding of cellular adaptation and regulation, in-
cluding condition-specificity. ChIP-derived data’s im-
portance and labor-intensiveness motivate its broad
dissemination and reuse, which is currently an unmet
need in the prokaryotic domain. To fill this gap, we
present proChIPdb (prochipdb.org), an information-
rich, interactive web database. This website collects
public ChIP-seq/-exo data across several prokary-
otes and presents them in dashboards that include
curated binding sites, nucleotide-resolution genome
viewers, and summary plots such as motif enrich-
ment sequence logos. Users can search for TFs of in-
terest or their target genes, download all data, dash-
boards, and visuals, and follow external links to un-
derstand regulons through biological databases and
the literature. This initial release of proChIPdb cov-
ers diverse organisms, including most major TFs of
Escherichia coli, and can be expanded to support
regulon discovery across the prokaryotic domain.

INTRODUCTION

The transcriptional regulatory network (TRN) enables
global regulation of gene expression in response to environ-
mental stimuli. A precise understanding of its constituents,
mechanisms, and condition-specific activity is of fundamen-
tal interest in biology. To that end, chromatin immuno-
precipitation (ChIP) followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq) or
combined with lambda exonuclease digestion (ChIP-exo)
have been developed to map DNA-binding proteins to
their binding sites in a genome-wide manner at near sin-
gle base-pair resolution (1,2). The process is initiated by
cross-linking DNA and DNA-bound transcription factors
(TFs). Subsequently, chromatin is fragmented with sonica-
tion. A monoclonal antibody against a specific TF, or other
DNA-binding proteins, is then used to immunoprecipitate
specific DNA-protein complexes, from which precipitated
DNA fragments are isolated and sequenced. The sequence
of the DNA fragments is mapped back onto the reference
genome for determination of the binding sites, enabling de-
tailed localization of DNA-TF interactions (3), which play
a major role in our understanding of the TRN.

The generation and analysis of ChIP data is time con-
suming, laborious, and expensive, which motivates broad
dissemination of detailed results when possible. While sev-
eral databases of ChIP results exist (4–8), they largely focus
on eukaryotic organisms. To our knowledge, an online re-
source with easy accessibility to ChIP data broadly across
the prokaryotic domain is a previously unmet need.

Driven by the rapidly declining price of next-generation
sequencing (NGS), the life sciences are undergoing a big
data revolution. As DNA sequences and RNA transcrip-
tomes rapidly fill online databases, and tools to analyze
and explain them become increasingly complex, it becomes
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increasingly important for mechanistic, experimental data
types such as ChIP to become widely accessible. For ex-
ample, transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) in the
genome are often mutated across related strains (9) or in
evolution studies (10); the reasons for and effects of these
mutations may become clear from an analysis of ChIP data
for the relevant TFs. In addition, differential gene expres-
sion methods and more advanced transcriptomic analysis
(11–14) have yielded gene groupings that may be the re-
sult of co-regulation, and ChIP can provide very valuable
evidence for the direct mechanisms underlying those ob-
servations. In addition, TFBSs identified by ChIP serve
as the basis to learn the chromatin network (15), and
provide the information to reconstruct the regulons and
TRNs (16).

The analysis of ChIP-derived data involves the character-
ization of individual binding peaks as well as global com-
parisons of peaks between different genomes (17). For each
peak, the location, strength and shape are important for
determining the structure and local function of the TF.
Each peak can also be associated with its downstream genes
and operons, which generates a set of putatively regulated
genes for comparisons against regulons defined from other
data sources (18). These comparisons can help elucidate
the ‘core’ regulon by discerning between direct and indi-
rect effects, and reveal condition-specific binding behav-
ior (19,20). Also, sequence motif enrichment can be per-
formed to identify common nucleotide motifs in TFBSs
(21), which may indicate the specific DNA features that in-
fluence TF binding. The sequence motifs can be both com-
pared to literature consensus motifs and used in hypoth-
esis generation of novel TFBSs based on similarity to the
motif (22).

Here, we present proChIPdb, the chromatin
immunoprecipitation database and interactive web tool
for prokaryotic organisms (available at prochipdb.org).
This site provides users with ChIP-derived data, curated
binding peaks, and additional plots presented as interac-
tive web pages (termed dashboards) for a variety of TFs
across the prokaryotic domain, with a particular focus on
Escherichia coli for the initial release. We have included
publicly-available ChIP-derived data and supplemented
it with additional high-quality data from our research
group that is also available on the Gene Expression Om-
nibus (GEO) (23). This data may be combined with other
knowledge types which are currently out of the scope of
proChIPdb, such as RNA-seq data, to provide a complete
understanding of bacterial regulons. Once users begin by
selecting a particular organism, strain and TF, they will
then have access to an interactive dashboard featuring a
whole-genome view of the binding intensity for all available
samples and conditions, as well as curated tables of peak
locations, heights, and downstream genes. Up to four
additional plots characterize the overall binding width,
location relative to downstream genes, enriched motif(s),
and concordance of target genes with those from other
data sources. A metadata panel provides links to the data
source and external databases, such as RegulonDB (24)
and iModulonDB (14). proChIPdb serves as a valuable
addition to the online database ecosystem by providing a
bottom-up, mechanistic understanding of the elements of

prokaryotic TRNs via clear and interactive presentations
of this important data type.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data sources and acquisition

All data was generated by using chromatin immunopre-
cipitation methods, as described in their respective publi-
cations (Supplementary Table S1). All raw data is avail-
able via the National Center for Biotechnology Infor-
mation (NCBI) GEO accessions (https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/geo/), the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra), or the European Bioinformat-
ics Institute (EBI) ArrayExpress (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/
arrayexpress/experiments/) unless otherwise indicated from
their respective publications (23,25,26). All raw data is ac-
cessible through journal publications or public databases.

Data processing and peak calling

For data retrieved from publications, processing was per-
formed as described therein, with public file types enter-
ing our processing pipeline wherever appropriate (i.e., pub-
lic .fastq read files were processed with our pipeline, but
public aligned .bw files or lists of peaks were included as
published). Sequence read .fastq files generated from ChIP-
seq/-exo were mapped onto individual reference genomes
using Bowtie with default options to generate SAM out-
put files (27). After mapping, each nucleotide of the genome
will be associated with a number of mapped reads; these are
stored as bigWig files using deeptools (28). When binding
peak sites were not available in the TF’s related publication,
the MACE program (https://code.google.com/p/chip-exo/)
was used to define peak candidates from biological dupli-
cates for each experimental condition with sequence depth
normalization (29). MACE was chosen as the best algo-
rithm for this purpose because it was designed specifically
for the chip-exo data which makes up the vast majority
of proChIPdb data. As noise levels vary across samples,
the signal to noise ratio is a valuable measure for peak
height. The noise level was set to the top 5% of signals at
genomic positions (30–32). To reduce false-positive peaks,
peaks with a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio <1.5 were removed,
along with peaks without expected bimodal shape (33).

Each peak was assigned to its nearest gene and associ-
ated operons, according to genomic position. The nearest
gene was included regardless of distance, but target oper-
ons must fall within a distance cutoff of 500 bp and be tran-
scribed downstream of the peak (Supplementary Figure
S1). Operon annotations were obtained from RegulonDB
(34). Although detailed algorithms for the prediction of tar-
get genes in eukaryotes exist (35), the simple operon struc-
ture of prokaryotes allows us to predict target genes by lo-
cation alone.

Motif analysis from ChIP-seq/exo peaks

Apart from previously created binding motifs directly cap-
tured from cited literature sources, binding motif analy-
sis was completed using the MEME-ChIP tool from the
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MEME software suite (36,37). Sequences of each binding
peak were extracted from individual reference genomes, and
the sequence of each binding was extended by 20 bp at each
end to allow for adjacent sequences to be included in the
analysis. The default MEME-ChIP settings were used, ex-
cept for changes in the parameters to broaden the search
results (minimum width reduced to -meme-minw = 5 bp,
maximum width increased to -meme-maxw = 45 bp, and
number of motifs increased to -meme-nmotifs = 4) and to
filter the results to the top significant hit with E-value < 1e–3

(-filter-thresh = 0.001) If the motifs were retrieved from a
publication, the motif search was analyzed by their respec-
tive methods.

Web design and implementation

The proChIPdb site was implemented using a simple
web stack. The server side is hosted by GitHub Pages
(pages.github.com) with an HTTPS protocol. Local com-
putations to generate necessary files were performed in
Python 3.8 with Jupyter notebooks (jupyter.org). The client
side makes use of Bootstrap 4.5 (getbootstrap.com) to
manage page layout, including support for mobile users.
Button symbols are provided by Google Material Icons
(fonts.google.com/icons). Tables were made using Tabula-
tor (tabulator.info). The genome viewer is an igv.js element
(github.com/igvteam/igv.js/) (38). Additional plots utilize
HighCharts with a non-commercial license (highcharts.
com). Other javascript packages used include: jQuery
(jquery.com), Popper.js (popper.js.org), URLSearchParams
(developer.mozilla.org), PapaParse (papaparse.com), and
Intro.js (introjs.com).

RESULTS

A web-based platform for browsing prokaryotic ChIP data

We developed proChIPdb (prochipdb.org), a chromatin
immunoprecipitation database for prokaryotic organisms,
to vastly improve the accessibility of TFBS information
for a range of TFs across diverse species. Users, such
as micro- and systems biologists, are given the ability to
easily search or browse through available TFs and tar-
get genes. Detailed dashboards with clickable and hover-
able features provide genome-wide overviews of TF ac-
tivity as well as high-resolution access to every binding
peak.

To generate this database, we searched for ChIP-based lit-
erature on NCBI PubMed, collected all available processed
data from the selected publications, downloaded sequence
files from databases, and processed the data with the stream-
lined pipeline summarized in Figure 1. We curated metadata
for each dataset based on published details, and captured
any reported TFBSs and motifs to include in the site. We
also computed our own motifs for each TF and condition,
and report our results along with the published ones, where
applicable. For our in-house data, we computed these fea-
tures as described in Materials and Methods above. Details
about the database size as of its initial release are presented
in Table 1.

proChIPdb can be consulted to obtain evidence of tran-
scriptional regulation that is of broad interest to the sci-
entific community. Its major strengths include (i) provid-

ing detailed ChIP data in an interactive and user-friendly
online interface, (ii) encouraging TFBS exploration from
other perspectives via external links to knowledge bases
and (iii) enabling search by TFs and target genes to eas-
ily consolidate information for researchers with specific
questions. A useful ‘about’ page (prochipdb.org/about.
html) is provided, and all data is available for down-
load and custom analysis. We include an email address
(be-chip-pro@eng.ucsd.edu) to encourage feedback and
collaboration.

Information-dense, interactive TF dashboards

At the center of proChIPdb are the TF dashboards,
which consolidate information across all available
samples and conditions for a single TF in a reference
strain, such as the E. coli K-12 MG1655 Fur dashboard
(https://prochipdb.org/tf dashboard.html?organism=
e coli&tf=Fur&genome=NC 000913.3&i=3). The ele-
ments of the dashboard are summarized in Figure 2 and
include the metadata panel for basic information and ex-
ternal links, the binding site table for enumerating TFBSs,
the genome viewer for directly browsing ChIP data, and the
feature visualization panel for summary plots, motifs, and
comparisons with public regulons. The information icon,
denoted with an ‘?’, adjacent to each panel header can be
hovered over to view details about the content of the panel.
The following sections detail the individual parts of these
dashboards.

Regulator metadata panel and synergy with external
databases

In the left-side metadata panel, metadata and relevant links
are provided (Figure 2A). These include the organism name,
strain, reference genome, media used and supplement(s)
added, if applicable. Information buttons adjacent to the
media and supplement details provide additional details
about the condition used. In the Fur example, two sepa-
rate conditions were used: iron supplementation and 2,2-
dipyridyl (DPD) supplementation. These conditions were
selected because the former suppresses Fur binding and the
latter activates it (30). By providing several conditions, this
dashboard is particularly informative about how various
relevant conditions can affect binding. There is also a raw
data accession number and DOI to the relevant publication
in this panel.

The metadata panel also provides relevant links to exter-
nal databases, including: EcoCyc (39), RegulonDB (24,40)
Uniprot (41), the Protein Data Bank (42), Pseudomonas
Genome DB (43) and AureoWiki (44). This enables users to
easily acquire up to date knowledge about the TF, including
any available structural information.

The final section of the metadata panel contains links
to iModulonDB (imodulondb.org) (14), which can provide
a different perspective on the regulon. iModulons are ma-
chine learning derived groups of independently modulated
genes which appear as coherent signals in transcriptomic
datasets (45–47). Often, iModulons will have a 1:1 mapping
with regulons. In other cases (such as Fur), they may cap-
ture the effects of combinations of regulators or separate
non-linear responses into multiple iModulons. If the reg-
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Figure 1. Overview of proChIPdb’s sources, pipeline, and content. Gray arrows in this figure present the flow of data. Data sources (upper left) include
the European Nucleotide Archive, Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), Pubmed, the Sequence Read Archive, and in-house data (which has been posted to
GEO). This data enters the processing pipeline (lower) through the various file types indicated by the blue flow arrows. Processing through the pipeline
occurs from left to right via the gray arrows, with green rectangles indicating data types and files and black text indicating processing steps and tools.
Towards the right of the pipeline, data feeds through the green arrows into the proChIPdb site (upper right), which consists of a binding site table, genome
viewer, and feature visualization panel.

Table 1. Key statistics for the datasets underlying proChIPdb. Individual columns to match the dataset pages for ‘Escherichia coli’ and ‘All Other Organ-
isms’ are delineated as well as total counts across proChIPdb

Dataset description

ChIP-seq and
ChIP-exo data for

E. coli

ChIP-seq and
ChIP-exo data for all
other organisms on

proChIPdb Total proChIP data

Number of organisms 1 13 14
Number of unique strains 4 14 18
Number of TF pages 65 35 100
Number of samples ChIP-exo samples 184 (92.9%) 28 (38.4%) 212 (78.2%)

ChIP-seq samples 14 (7.1%) 45 (61.6%) 59 (21.8%)
Total count 198 73 271

Percent of TFs with curated TFBSs available 92.3% (60 of 65) 85.7% (30 of 35) 90.0% (90 of 100)

ulator’s signal is not particularly strong for the transcrip-
tomic dataset’s particular environmental conditions, then it
may not appear as an iModulon at all. Understanding how
regulatory molecules such as those explored on proChIPdb
generate transcriptomic signals is an active area of research,
especially since regulator binding alone has been unable
to predict expression data (48). For this reason, it may be

quite valuable to compare the target genes enumerated by
proChIPdb with those of the iModulons in the provided
links. For instance, the case may be that the genes with the
strongest binding are also co-regulated in an iModulon. Al-
ternatively, the target genes which share regulation with an-
other TF may end up more strongly regulated by the latter
as evidenced by iModulon membership.
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Figure 2. TF dashboard webpage for E. coli K-12 MG1655 Fur regulator. (A) Metadata and relevant links. (B) Binding site table with curated list of binding
peaks. Each tab contains the TFBSs for a unique condition (DPD versus Fe supplementation in this example). (C) Embedded Integrative Genomics Viewer
(igv.js) component with annotation tracks and genome-wide peaks from raw data. (D–G) Feature visuals, which contains tabs for the various additional
plots. (D) The active tab shows a histogram of binding peak widths. (E) A scatterplot of peak positions relative to their closest downstream gene. (F) The
consensus binding sequence motifs.( G) Venn diagram comparing proChIPdb identified target genes versus literature regulon genes.

TFBS enumeration and interactive genome viewer

The first main dashboard element is the binding site table
viewer (Figure 2B). Tabs across the top of the panel allow
users to select from the available conditions (iron (Fe) and
DPD in the case of Fur). The tables list each of the observed
binding peak locations, which are individually identified us-

ing a ‘TF-condition-#’ identifier such as Fur-dpd-1. Identi-
fication numbers are assigned by genome location. The ge-
nomic location, peak intensity in S/N ratio, closest gene,
and all target genes potentially regulated operons are each
included as rows. Elements of the table are filled in from ex-
isting literature where reported, or computed and curated as
described in Materials and Methods. Each of the columns
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can be selected to allow for sorting by that value; for exam-
ple, it may be useful to sort the table by binding peak inten-
sity to see the strongest binding events or by gene names if
a particular gene is of interest. In most cases, the transcrip-
tional unit is a hyperlink to the corresponding operon page
on RegulonDB (34). This allows users to find promoter di-
agrams and relevant citations for each set of target genes.

Below the table, an IGV.js (38) genome viewer provides
a whole genome view of the ChIP data at the core of
proChIPdb (Figure 2C). A top toolbar enables genome nav-
igation, various utilities such as a cursor guide, and the abil-
ity to save the current view as an SVG file. The first four
tracks present various genomic annotations: genes, pub-
lished transcriptional units (TUs), published transcription
start sites (TSSs), and published TFBSs, which are sourced
from the Bitome’s database of genomic features (49) that
are expanded from RegulonDB (34). By default, the viewer
shows the entirety of the prokaryote’s genome and allows
the user to quickly see which sites may be of interest.

Users can manually zoom in by interacting with the
viewer controls or by clicking on a row in the binding site
table to jump to the binding peak in the viewer. At this
zoomed in view, users can quickly acquire valuable infor-
mation about which genes are near the TFBS, which known
TFs may be interacting, and how binding may change de-
pending on the various conditions present. Users can also
see the specific nucleotide sequence of the binding site when
the viewer is sufficiently zoomed in. It is important to com-
pare the peak to the surrounding noise and pay special at-
tention to the y-axis labels of the read tracks, as high relative
baselines and low overall read numbers may indicate fairly
weak binding.

Additional feature visualization

The top right corner of the dashboard contains a panel with
four tabs, each of which present insights across all the ob-
served peaks (Figure 2D). The plots can be downloaded in
various file formats by clicking the menu button in the upper
right. The first tab is a histogram of binding widths, which
provides important evidence for the length of the TF’s rec-
ognized DNA sequences. Each bar in the plot can be hov-
ered over to learn its exact height and bin bounds.

The second tab shows the peak position relative to the
nearest target gene as a scatter plot (Figure 2E). Its x-axis
is centered around each target gene’s start point and nor-
malized to the length of the gene, such that 0 would in-
dicate the first nucleotide of the coding sequence and 1
would indicate the last nucleotide (with respect to the cod-
ing direction). The y-axis is the S/N ratio of the peak. Each
peak is placed according to its maximum binding strength
nucleotide. Hovering over the points will reveal the corre-
sponding peak, gene and values. This plot allows users to
determine the distance of the TFBS from the gene, giving
various clues about function: whether it is located within a
promoter, inside a coding sequence itself, or some distance
before the gene.

The third tab presents the enriched motif(s) as sequence
logo images, if applicable (Figure 2F). Sub-tabs across the
bottom of the panel correspond to each of the conditions
represented in the dashboard; they can be clicked on to view

the motif we computed for the condition. If available, the
motif computed by the source publication is also presented
under an additional tab labeled by the source publication’s
PMID. The menu button in the upper right corner enables
download of both the sequence logo image and the under-
lying position weight matrix (PWM). The provided motifs
may be extremely valuable for predicting TFBSs in new se-
quences and can also be compared to previously published
consensus motifs. For additional tools enabling motif anal-
ysis, see MEME and JASPAR (8,37).

Finally, the Venn diagram tab presents a comparison
between proChIPdb’s target genes and the corresponding
published regulon (such as those available on EcoCyc (39)
(Figure 2G). Hovering over a section of the Venn diagram
will list the specific genes that fall into each subset. Be-
cause evidence of regulation exists both on proChIPdb and
in published regulons, the genes in the overlapping portion
have very strong evidence of regulation. The genes in litera-
ture alone may reflect binding under different conditions,
while genes in proChIPdb alone are opportunities to ex-
pand the target genes as evidence is added from other data
sources.

Search by TF and/or target gene

At the upper left corner of every page on proChIPdb, there
is a link to our search page. There, users can enter a TF
name, gene name, gene locus, PMID, or accession number
to receive a list of all TF dashboards that may be of interest
to them. If the search term matches any TFs, those will be
listed first along with the organism and strain. Below that,
any gene whose name or locus matches the search term and
is also the target of a TF will be listed. If a synonym of one of
our genes is searched, the results will show the proChIPdb
preferred name as well as the synonym which matched the
search term. Gene results include additional information,
such as which TF binds nearby and the S/N intensity of the
peak. Clicking an element will link users to the dashboard
for the potentially regulating TF, allowing them to quickly
access the data for the peak.

By enabling gene search, proChIPdb provides a power-
ful workflow for exploring ChIP data. For any gene, users
can quickly learn not only which regulators it interacts with,
but also directly explore the data underlying those inter-
actions. This more nuanced view of the relative strength
and condition-specificity of regulatory interactions will em-
power more detailed and predictive TRN elucidation.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

proChIPdb will continue to grow as ChIP datasets are gen-
erated. The initial release presented here is a valuable step
forward for the dissemination of this valuable data type,
but additional features should be added to increase the ease
of analysis. These include the implementation of a robust
back-end to process submitted user data with respect to our
database (for instance, CentriMo functionality (50)), search
by DNA or protein sequence, and motif comparison tools
(51,52). Though RNA-seq data is currently out of the scope
of proChIPdb, evidence of significant expression changes in
target genes upon TF knockout would be a valuable inclu-
sion. We also plan to add a ‘Frequently Asked Questions’
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section to our about page after receiving user questions
through our provided email (be-chip-pro@eng.ucsd.edu).

CONCLUSIONS

As ChIP data is highly informative, but unfortunately la-
borious and expensive to generate, it is paramount that it
be disseminated broadly in a manner that is easy to search,
browse, and download. proChIPdb is an information-rich,
interactive database of prokaryotic ChIP data that meets
this need and allows researchers to define regulons from the
bottom up, both through a nuanced understanding of TF-
BSs across whole genomes and through synergy with other
databases. The ability to search the proChIPdb database
for target genes to quickly acquire evidence of TF bind-
ing will empower anyone with a particular interest in a
gene’s promoter region. The nucleotide resolution of our
genome viewer and pre-called binding peaks make the
workflow for perusing ChIP data simple. The additional
plots put summary information such as binding width and
motif analysis directly into users’ hands. proChIPdb should
be regularly updated and expanded with newly available
prokaryotic ChIP data to ultimately achieve a comprehen-
sive database of protein–DNA interactions. The existence of
this information-rich and easily browsable database should
motivate advances in ChIP technology development and
empower a deep understanding of TRNs that will advance
the life sciences.

DATA AVAILABILITY

proChIPdb is freely available at https://prochipdb.org and
can be accessed with a JavaScript-enabled browser. The
download links in the toolbars throughout the website en-
able download of all data and facilitate custom analysis.
In addition, all database files can be downloaded as a tar-
ball from Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/record/5168081) or
accessed from the public GitHub repository (https://github.
com/SBRG/ChIPdb).
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